LANTERNS AT THE FAIRGROUND
A two-day event organized by B-magic and the Magic Lantern Society in Brussels
5-6 April 2019

Practicalities
VENUES

Cinematek
Brussels: Rue Baron Horta 9, Brussels – Belgium
The symposium will take place in the Cinematek in Brussels. Cinematek is at a walking distance
from the Central Station (Brussel Centraal/Bruxelles Central).
Greylight Projects
Brussels: Rue Brialmont 11, 1210 Saint-Josse-ten-Noode
The exhibition BLACKOUT, curated by Julian Ross. The performance Frankenstein Phantasmagoria
by Jeremy and Carolyn Brooker will take place at Greylight Projects.
The independent artist run organization is situated in the municipality of Sint-Joost-ten-Node
(close to the Botanique). Housed in a former cloister, Greylight includes gallery spaces in the
basement and the chapel. The building is at a 10 minute walk from Bruxelles Nord and 10
minutes with public transport from Bruxelles Central.

TRAVELLING TO BRUSSELS
BY AIR

Brussels International Airport
You can reach Brussels by flight to Brussels International Airport. From the airport you can easily
travel to the city center by taking the train or the airport express bus.
Brussels South - Charleroi Airport
A bit further from Brussels, but at a one-hour drive from the city with the Brussels-city Shuttle or
by train (preceded by a shuttle bus to the station) is Brussel South – Charleroi Airport. If you
travel with Ryan Air, you mostly arrive at this airport station.

BY TRAIN

Brussels has three main train stations: Bruxelles-Midi, Bruxelles-Central, Bruxelles-Nord.
International railways, such as TGV, Thalys, Eurostar, ICE and Intercity connects Brussels with
several European cities. Find more information about international railway connections through
this link.

ACCOMMODATION

With questions concerning your travel and accommodation, please contact Marte Van Hassel:
Marte.Van.Hassel@Ulb.be. We will be happy to help you with your bookings.
HOTEL

Motel One
Motel One is at a 8 minute walking distance from the Cinematek (Koningsstraat 120, 1000
Brussels). Prices vary from 89 (standard single) to 104 euro (standard double) for one night (week
rate), and 69 (standard single) to 104 euro (standard double) for one night (week-end rate), not
including city tax (4,24 euro per room per night) and breakfast (9,50 euro per person per day).
! Free cancellation up to 6 pm. You can book directly on www.motel-one.com
Sandton Brussels Centre
The Standton Brussels Centre is at a 4 minute walk from the Cinematek (Parochiaansstraat 15-23,
1000 Brussels). Prices vary from 98 (standard single) to 125 euro (standard double) for one night,
not including breakfast and/nor annulation costs.
Book directly on https://www.sandton.eu/sandton-brussels-centre/nl/
NH Hotel
The NH Hotel is at a 14 minute walk from the Cinematek (Adolphe Maxlaan 7, 1000 Brussel). Prices
vary 98 (standard single) to 108 euro (standard double) for one night (early booking rate), not
including breakfast and/nor annulation costs.
Book directly on https://www.nh-hotels.com/hotel/nh-collection-brussels-centre?gmb=new
Best Western Royal Centre
Best Western is at an 11 minute walk from the Cinematek (Koningstraat 160, 1000 Brussels). Price
rates between 88 (standard single) and 100 (standard double). Possibility for free cancellation
and breakfast.
Book directly from this link (early booking rate).
Website hotel: http://www.royalcentre.be/nl/#.W_Mvqy1x-Rs
BED & BREAKFAST

BnB Urban
BnB Urban is at a 15 minute walking distance from the Cinematek, 10 minutes with public
transport.

Prices around 130 euros for one night, for reservation and more information:
http://www.bnburban.com/top-room-en
Sgt. Pepper’s House
Sgt.Pepper’s House is at a 15 minute walking distance from the Cinematek, 10 minutes with public
transport
Prices around 115 euros for one night, for reservation and more information:
https://www.sgtpeppersbnb.com/the-house
You can find other registered Bed & Breakfasts at http://www.bnb-brussels.be
AIR BNB

The city centre of Brussels holds some nice Air Bnb rooms (often breakfast included) between 60
and 120 euros/ night.
You can find these rooms at the Air Bnb website https://www.airbnb.nl

This symposium is organised by the CiASp Centre de recherche en Cinéma et Arts du Spectacle (Université libre de
Bruxelles) and KASK-School of Arts, in collaboration with the other B-magic consortium partners, the Magic Lantern
Society and with the kind support of the Scientific Research Community ‘Cultures of Spectacle’ (FWO), kindly hosted
by the Cinematek Brussels and Greylight Projects.
Organizing committee: Nele Wynants (ULB), Marte Van Hassel (ULB) Karel Vanhaesebrouck (ULB), Phyllis Dierick
(KASK), Jeremy Brooker (MLS), Ine Van Dooren (MLS) and Kurt Vanhoutte (UA).

